And now for an even simpler way
to save energy...

Introducing the new Radio Powr Savr and
Rania Wireless RF Switch
TM

®

Saving energy could not be simpler thanks to Lutron’s new
Radio Powr Savr and Rania Wireless RF Switch. The wireless
sensor controls lights based on whether a room is occupied or
not – to maximise energy savings. Also, because there are no
wires to pull for the switch and no neutral wire is required, the
sensor and switch combination is ideal for retrofitting. In fact,
it can all be installed in minutes.

Quick and simple to install.
Radio Powr Savr is ideal for all kinds of applications, including
conference rooms, offices, classrooms, storage areas, hallways,
commercial bathroom facilities.

Radio Powr Savr Occupancy/Vacancy Sensor

Available in White

But wherever the Radio Powr Savr has to be installed, it’s a
simple task...the sensor is easy to mount and reposition on the
ceiling...setting up the unit is straightforward, using the buttons
on the front...and the lens lights up to confirm the sensor’s
coverage when you test it.
Simple to install, the Radio Powr Savr is also effective and
flexible. Its exclusive XCTTM technology detects fine movements,
and it can communicate with up to 10 switches. You can add
up to three sensors for every switch – to ensure total coverage
of the illuminated area.

Switch and sensor in one package.
Combine the Radio Powr Savr with Lutron’s multi-location
switch, the Rania Wireless RF Switch, in one easily
retrofitted package.
The switch is rated for 220–240 V, 5 AX, 25 W minimum load,
incandescent/halogen, fluorescent, CFL, electronic and
magnetic low-voltage, motor loads (4 A).
The Rania Wireless RF Switch is available in a wide choice
of colours and finishes to complement the decor of any
commercial premises.
To find out more, visit www.lutron.com/globalenergysolutions
or call 020 7702 0657.
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Rania Wireless RF Switch

Available in the following
colours and finishes:
Argentum
(AR)

Arctic White
(AW)

Mica
(MC)

Satin Nickel
(SN)

Satin Chrome
(SC)

Satin Brass
(SB)

Bright Nickel
(BN)

Bright Chrome
(BC)

Bright Brass
(BB)

Antique Brass
(QB)

Antique Bronze
(QZ)

Gold Plated
(AU)

